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THE SINGLE TAX: A REPLY TO MR. KITSON. 

 

BY GEORGE BERNARD. 

 

IN THIS magazine some time since there appeared an article by Arthur Kitson, entitled "A 

Criticism of Henry George's Single Tax Theory," which, although not calculated to impress those 

who have even an elementary knowledge of the question, might possibly mislead those who have 

not. 

 

I have, therefore, thought it worth while to attempt a reply. But Mr. Kitson exhibits such a 

complete misunderstanding of the fundamental principles upon which the single tax doctrine 

rests, and such a ludicrous misapprehension of the means by which it is proposed to give 

practical effect to those principles — in fact, such a thorough ignorance of what Mr. George's 

teachings really are — that it would be impossible within reasonable limits of space to deal 

thoroughly with his essay. 

 

The most I can hope to do is to point out some of his most obvious errors, and to set forth what I 

conceive to be a correct statement of some of the points at issue, and thus convince those who 

wish to understand the single tax that they must read, not Mr. Kitson, but Henry George. 

 

And now, let us begin at the beginning. 

 

The principle upon which the single tax is based is that by which, in the Declaration of 

Independence, the founders of the American Republic justified their action. "We hold these 

truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator 

with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." 

That is to say that all men are at birth endowed with certain equal and inalienable rights; that 

each man has the right to live; the right to liberty, that is, the right to himself and the right to live 

as he pleases, provided that he injures no one, and does not encroach on the equal right of others; 

and the right to the pursuit of happiness; or, as we may put it, the right to use his faculties in his 

own way for his own benefit. From this we deduce the following: That since no man can live 

without a place in which to live, or use his faculties to provide for his wants without material on 

which to use them, it necessarily follows that all men have equal rights in the earth, on which and 

from the use of which alone they can live. For equal rights to life imply equal rights to the use of 

the only means by which life can be sustained. 

 

If a man's rights in the earth are not equal to those of every other man, his rights to life are not 

equal to those of every other man; if he has no rights in the earth he has no right to be alive. 

 

I do not now stop to argue this proposition; to do so would take up far too much space, and for 

the great majority of my readers it would, I hope, be unnecessary. I merely wish to point out the 



principles which, whether right or wrong, underlie the single tax. 

 

As a practical method of applying these principles, the following plan is proposed: To substitute 

for all existing taxation, direct or indirect, a "single tax" upon land values (not land area), and to 

take ultimately the whole annual value of the land, as nearly as may be practicable, for the use of 

the community. 

 

The term "land" includes all kinds of land, whether city, farming, or mining land; it excludes all 

buildings and other improvements resulting from the application of labor and capital to the land. 

 

The tax would thus take the value of the bare land, apart from all improvements. It would 

depend, not on the use of the land, but on its value. Wherever land had value, that value would 

be taken, no matter whether it was being used or not; land that had no value would pay no tax, no 

matter what use might be made of it. The tax would be levied in the same way that taxes on real 

estate are raised now; that is, the assessor would estimate the value of each man's holding; but he 

would deal only with the land, exclusive of improvements, and would assess it at what he 

considered its actual value. Any man who wished could appeal against either his own or his 

neighbor's assessment. So that there would be no question of the state dispossessing any one, or 

"letting" land to any one, or becoming in any way the "universal landlord" in the sense which is 

usually attached to the words. Nor would any man be able to "bid" for another man's holding. On 

the surface, all would be as at present; men would apparently own land, would buy, sell, and 

bequeath it, but with this proviso, that they paid its annual value to the community. 

 

That, I think, is a fair summary of the single tax plan as laid down by Mr. George, and since I 

wish to keep what I have to say strictly within the limits defined by Mr. Kitson, when he called 

his paper "A Criticism of Henry George's Single Tax Theory," I do not propose to touch on 

anything else. For this reason I omit any reference to the question of interest. It has no essential 

connection with the single tax, and to examine thoroughly the grounds on which justification of 

interest is based would require an article devoted to that purpose alone. 

 

Mr. Kitson's article is chiefly remarkable for the courage and confidence which it displays. 

Questions which have engaged the earnest attention of philosophers are here solved in a 

sentence. Established axioms of political economy, doctrines accepted by Smith and Ricardo, by 

Fawcett and Mill, are tossed contemptuously aside, settled forever by Mr. Kitson's ipse dixit. 

Even the law of rent (called by J. S. Mill the pons asinorum of political economy), after being 

cruelly destroyed in a page of elaborate sarcasm, is, together with Mr. George, finally consigned 

to its eternal resting-place in the Temple of Fame, side by side with the astronomical theories of 

the Rev. Mr. Jasper. 

 

It may be that Mr. Kitson, with a fine regard for the superior weight of antiquity, has confined 

his economical researches to the book of Deuteronomy, the only authority, with the exception of 

Mr. Bernard Shaw, to which he refers. This would account for his opinions differing 

considerably from those of mere moderns like Ricardo and Mill, and might also explain his 

discovery of so much ambiguous and contradictory teaching in the writings of Mr. George, who, 

probably, searched the Scriptures rather for moral than for economical principles, and might thus 

easily fall into those ridiculous absurdities which have afforded Mr. Kitson so much amusement. 



 

I think, however, that it is evident that these absurdities really pertain, not to Mr. George's 

presentation of his case, but to Mr. Kitson's distorted version of it. Almost the whole of his 

"criticism" can be placed in one of two categories — either it is an error of fact, or it is an error 

of reasoning; either it is a misstatement of what Mr. George actually does teach, or it is a 

misapprehension of the arguments by which his teaching is supported. So that it is a curious and 

suggestive fact that although, as Mr. Kitson tells us, Mr. George has written almost a complete 

library of economic works, reference is made to only one, "Progress and Poverty." And I venture 

to think that if he had read even this one book with a little care and attention, and a desire to 

understand what Mr. George really means, the greater part of the article we are now considering 

would never have been written. For instance, we are told, page 352, that Mr. George is 

endeavoring to exalt the state into the position of universal landlord. As I have shown above, this 

is entirely inaccurate in the sense which Mr. Kitson attaches to the words, a sense which is 

shown not to be the one in which Mr. George uses the phrase by referring to the quotation (given 

on page 355) from "Progress and Poverty," in which it occurs. 

 

So, too, on page 353, Mr. Kitson states that the amount of the single tax "is to be determined by 

auctioning off land to the highest bidder, like pews in a church." Not only is this in direct 

contradiction to all Mr. George's explanations of his proposal, but it is expressly repudiated by 

him ("Progress and Poverty," Book VIII., Chap. II.). Again, on page 356, the single tax is 

defined as "payment for the use of land." This, as I have already shown, it is not. It is payment 

for the value of land, whether that land is used or not. 

 

Then, on page 358, "But it will be urged by Mr. George that since he proposes to use the 

proceeds of his tax for the benefit of the taxpayers, it is not robbery." On the contrary, Mr. 

George proposes to use the proceeds of the tax for the benefit of the whole community, making 

no distinction between those of its members who are "taxpayers," that is, users or occupiers of 

land, and those who are not. A curious illustration of Mr. Kitson's method of procedure is 

afforded by what (page 366) he says about Malthusianism, from which it would appear that he 

could never have read — not the "Essay on Population" itself, that would be asking too much, 

but even a short summary of its doctrines in an economic work or encyclopedia. The essence of 

the principle asserted by Mr. Malthus and controverted by Mr. George I take to be this: That 

population always tends to increase faster than subsistence, and that wherever this tendency is 

not checked by limitation of births it will be checked by increase of deaths arising from the vice 

and misery which spring from abject poverty and the actual want of the necessities of life. And 

from this theory J. S. Mill draws the following practical deductions: 

It is but rarely that improvements in the condition of the laboring classes do anything more than 

give a temporary margin, speedily filled up by an increase of their number; . . . . the most 

promising schemes end only in having a more numerous, but not a happier people. ("Political 

Economy," Book I., Chap. X.) 

 

And again (Book I., Chap. XIII.): 

The necessity of restraining population is not, as many persons believe, peculiar to a condition of 

great inequality of property. A greater number of people cannot, in any given state of 

civilization, be collectively as well provided for as a smaller. The niggardliness of nature, not the 



injustice of society, is the cause of the penalty attached to overpopulation. An unjust distribution 

of wealth does not even aggravate the evil, but, at most, causes it to be somewhat earlier felt. 

 

That is to say, that nothing, not even exact justice in the distribution of wealth, can have any 

permanent effect in driving away poverty and want, unless and until people can be persuaded to 

restrain the increase in population. 

 

But Mr. Kitson's version of it is: 

Malthusianism simply recognizes the fact that so long as labor is a commodity, so long will it be 

subjected to the laws of supply and demand. 

 

But leaving questions like these, which can be decided by any one who will compare Mr. 

Kitson's article with the books to which he refers, let ns deal briefly with some of those instances 

of confusion of thought which characterize his arguments. Chief among these is his utter failure 

to grasp the nature and meaning of rent. Mr. George's definition of rent, which is in accord with 

that given by all modern standard writers on political economy, is this: 

Rent is the share in the wealth produced which the exclusive right to the use of natural 

capabilities gives to the owner. ("Progress and Poverty," Book III., Chap. II.) 

 

Or, as J. S. Mill puts it: 

The land is the principal of the natural agents which are capable of being appropriated, and the 

consideration paid for its use is called rent. . . . . It is at once evident that rent is the effect of a 

monopoly; though the monopoly is a natural one, which may be regulated, which may even be 

held as a trust for the community generally, but which cannot be prevented from existing. 

("Political Economy," Book II., Chap. XVI.) 

 

And it must be particularly noted that the existence of rent, in the economic use of the word, does 

not depend upon the owner letting his land, instead of using it himself. "Whoever has at his 

command better land than the worst cultivated, holds rent." 

 

The value of land, and the consequent amount of rent it will yield, is, under circumstances of free 

competition, in no way subject to the whim or control of its owner, but is governed by a law 

which, accepted by practically every economist of repute, is thus laid down by Ricardo: 

The rent of land is determined by the excess of its produce over that which the same application 

can secure from the least productive land in use. 

 

That is to say, that on the most productive land in use a given amount of labor and capital* can 

only secure, as their share of the produce, an amount equal to that which they could obtain from 

the least productive land in use. Rent takes the rest. For if the produce left to labor and capital on 

the more productive land was more than could be obtained on the poorest land, there would be 

among those who were using the poorest land such an active competition to be allowed to use 

that which was better, that the rent of this latter would quickly be adjusted so that the returns 

from it left to labor and capital would be no larger than could be obtained elsewhere. This, I 



think, is self-evident. It makes no difference what the land is used for, whether for farming or 

manufacturing, for mining or for building sites, the same law governs it. 

• Mr. Kitson states that "Mr. George is apparently undecided as to how many factors there are in 

production. In one place he says two, and in another chapter, three." A very full and careful 

explanation of this point will be found in "Progress and Poverty" (Book III., Chapter I.). 

 

And this law, which is not invented by man, but discovered and formulated, is as immutably 

fixed in the constitution of things as any of the laws which govern the physical organization of 

the universe. Mr. George did not manufacture the law of rent or of wages, or fix the returns to 

labor, nor does he propose to attempt anything so absurd, as Mr. Kitson would appear to 

suppose. He might as reasonably be accused of enacting the laws of motion, or of fixing the 

temperature at which water will freeze. 

 

Bent, then, is the measure of the value of land. But Mr. Kitson entirely confuses this value with 

the wealth given in consideration of it — the abstract quality with the concrete substance; he 

treats them, indeed, as identical terms. Thus, on page 360 he says: 

Mr. George openly declares that all the wealth which would go to the state under the single tax, 

or what he terms "economic rent," is produced without the exertion of any known factor of 

production. 

 

And he proceeds to justify this statement by the following quotation from "Progress and 

Poverty": 

While the value of a railroad or telegraph line, the price of gas or of a patent medicine, may 

express the price of monopoly, it also expresses the exertion of labor and capital; but the value of 

land, or economic rent, as we have seen, is in no part made up from these factors, and expresses 

nothing but the advantage of appropriation. Taxes levied upon land cannot check production in 

the slightest degree. 

 

It is only necessary to read this quotation to see that Mr. George's statement is quite different 

from that attributed to him. He does not say, as Mr. Kitson asserts, that all the wealth which, 

under the single tax, would go to the state is not the product of labor and capital — that would be 

a manifest absurdity. "What he does say is, that the value of land, or, as he calls it, economic 

rent, is not the produce of labor and capital, but is the creation of the whole community. And in 

this he is quite correct. For the value of land arises, not from the expenditure of labor and capital 

on it (that creates value in improvements), but from the demand there is for it, from the number 

of people who are willing to pay for the privilege of using it, and this of course depends on the 

presence of the community. And this value always exists, and must always be paid for by those 

who use the land. At present payment is made to the owners of the land; the single tax would 

take it again from these owners for the use of the community. But to this Mr. Kitson objects, 

saying that by Mr. George's own arguments it would be robbery; for every man is entitled to all 

that he produces, but to take from him payment for the value of the land that he uses would be to 

take from him part of his produce. But this contention, though plausible on the face of it, has no 

real validity. 

 

The one great principle which "Progress and Poverty" asserts is that of the equal rights of all men 



to the use of the earth. Laid down in explicit terms over and over again, it is the animating and 

guiding spirit of the whole argument. And it is explained that each man's equal rights are 

bounded and limited by the equal rights of others, so that every man's rights to use the earth for 

production are limited by the rights of every other man to do the same. 

 

When, therefore, Mr. George affirms the right of every man to all that he has produced, it is to all 

that he has produced on terms of equality with other producers. If he has encroached on their 

equal rights, if he has appropriated to his own use a natural opportunity superior to that which is 

at the command of others, then he must make such a payment as will place all on an equal 

footing. And in the very chapter of "Progress and Poverty" (Book VII., Chapter I.) from which 

Mr. Kitson quotes, the method of doing this is thus explained: 

Yet, it will be said: As every man has a right to the use and enjoyment of nature, the man who is 

using land must be permitted the exclusive right to its use in order that he may get the full benefit 

of its labor. But there is no difficulty in determining where the individual right ends and the 

common right begins. A delicate and exact test is supplied by value, and with its aid there is no 

difficulty, no matter how dense population may become, in determining and securing the exact 

rights of each, the equal rights of all. The value of land, as we have seen, is the price of 

monopoly . . . and always measures the difference between it and the best land that may be had 

for the using. Thus, the value of land expresses in exact and tangible form the right of the 

community in land held by an individual; and rent expresses the exact amount which the 

individual should pay to the community to satisfy the equal rights of all other members of the 

community. 

 

So that here we see the answer to Mr. Kitson's numerous assertions that Mr. George proposes to 

tax men for exercising their equal natural rights, that he will allow the state to continue to rob the 

producers as landlordism does now, and so on. 

 

So long as a man only uses land that no one else wants to use, not only will he pay no tax, but he 

will receive, in one form or another, his share of the tax paid on the more valuable land that 

others are using. But as soon as he exercises, not his equal right, but an unequal privilege, as 

soon as he occupies land that others also want to use, and to which their right is as good as his, 

then he will pay what is in reality not a tax, but a rent, a rent paid to the community in 

satisfaction of those rights which, equally vested in all members of that community, are now 

enjoyed exclusively by him. 

 

The present system exacts wealth from producers for the use of land, and turns it over to 

individuals who, on our principles, have no moral title to it. It thus commits a robbery. Under the 

single tax the state would take the annual value of land, which belongs equally to all its 

individual members, and it would use the wealth so taken for the equal benefit of those members, 

thus giving them the value of their own. It would thus commit no robbery. 

 

But Mr. Kitson has other objections to offer. In general terms he accuses the single tax of being 

socialistic, communistic (identical terms, apparently, to Mr. Kitson), and, descending to 

particulars, he declares that it is identical in principle with protection. 

 

It is not very easy to deal with such vague statements. With some men every plan to improve the 



condition of humanity is either socialistic or communistic, or, as in this case, both ; so that such 

phrases really express nothing but general disapproval. And indeed it is hard to see how 

socialism (much less communism) and the single tax can be confused. ''Socialism," in the words 

of one of its most active supporters, "is the common holding of the means of production and 

exchange, and the holding of them for the equal benefit of all." It entails state possession of land, 

state ownership of capital, state direction of industry, and state division of produce. Under its 

sway the most valuable right that a man can possess — that of living his life in his own way — 

would be lost, individuality and strength of character would be repressed, and every man would 

tend to become merely a wheel in a gigantic machine. The essence of socialism is restriction and 

compulsion; compulsion for the good of those compelled, no doubt, but still compulsion. 

 

Compare this for a moment with the single tax, a system whose chief note is individuality and 

freedom, which proposes nothing more than to secure to each man his rights in those good things 

which are provided by nature, and which, having secured those rights, will leave him, freed from 

all taxation on his wealth or labor, to enjoy them in the way that may seem to him best. Compare 

these two plans, and it is at once evident that he who confuses them misunderstands certainly one 

— probably both. 

 

And if Mr. Kitson wishes to place Mr. George among the socialistic prophets, he will have to 

produce a more devoted follower than Mr. Bernard Shaw, who, in the very address from which 

Mr. Kitson quotes, expresses his distinct disapproval of Mr. George's plan. That they both agree 

with the standard economists as to the nature of economic rent hardly makes a socialist of Mr. 

George, any more than of Ricardo or J. S. Mill. 

 

It is not worth while to go into the question of protection, which is merely a partial application of 

socialistic theories. Its fallacies and absurdities are very clearly and radically dealt within Mr. 

George's "Protection or Free Trade?" to which book I would refer those who are inclined to think 

that protection is identical in principle with the single tax. 

 

When beginning his task Mr. Kitson led us to infer that he did not propose to criticise Mr. 

George either from the philosophical or the orthodox economic standpoint. That he carried out 

his intention has, I think, been evident, but if more evidence were wanting it would be found in 

his statement that all taxes are taxes upon production. Here are his words (page 362): 

Every tax, no matter what be its nature, form, or character, whether it be a tax on land values or a 

tax on imports, a tax on money or a tax upon commodities, is necessarily and unavoidably a tax 

upon production, a tax upon the labor of individuals, since it is a part of wealth, and all wealth is 

earned by some individual or individuals. 

 

With such logic as this, that every tax is a tax upon production because it is a part of wealth, I 

shall not attempt to deal, but a few words upon the subject of taxes upon production may not be 

out of place. A "tax upon production" means a tax on the act of producing, a tax which depends 

on some specific production; and of this kind of tax we have many examples. Take, for instance, 

the tax raised by municipalities upon real estate, that is, land with all its improvements, where a 

man's taxes are raised in proportion to the improvements which he makes on his holding. He is 

being taxed for producing wealth; his assessment is raised because he produces wealth. This is 

clearly a tax on production. So, too, with taxes upon exchange, such as import duties. They are 



taxes paid in consequence of trading, and according to the value of the goods exchanged, and are 

thus taxes upon production of which exchange is a part. Many other instances might be given, 

but they are unnecessary. All such taxes act as deterrents of the production of wealth, and, 

logically, involve the idea that it is an evil to be checked, not a good to be encouraged. 

 

But there are other kinds of taxation which are entirely different in their operation. Chief among 

these is taxation of monopolies, and the most important monopoly, and the one with which we 

are specially concerned, is the monopoly of land. A tax upon land values — the taking of 

economic rent in taxation — levied upon all land which has value (on land which has no value 

there is nothing to tax), whether used or not, is in no way a tax upon production. As Adam Smith 

says, "It does not obstruct the industry of the people." It would be paid whether production on 

any particular piece of land went on or not, and would take nothing that would otherwise be left 

to producers. Of such a tax Adam Smith thus writes ("Wealth of Nations," Book V., Chap. II., 

Part II.): 

Both ground rent and the ordinary rent of land are a species of revenue which the owner, in many 

cases, enjoys without any care or attention of his own. Though a part of this revenue should be 

taken from him in order to defray the expenses of the state, no discouragement will thereby be 

given to any sort of industry. The annual produce of the land and labor of the society, the real 

wealth and revenue of the great body of the people, might be the same after such a tax as before. 

 

So, too, J. S. Mill ("Political Economy," Book V., Chapter III.): 

A tax on rent, therefore, has no effect other than its obvious one. It merely takes so much from 

the landlord and transfers it to the state. 

 

And again (Book V., Chapter II.): 

This would not properly be taking anything from anybody; it would merely be applying an 

accession of wealth, created by circumstances, to the benefit of society, instead of allowing it to 

become an unearned appendage to the riches of a particular class. 

 

A tax, then, which is paid as a condition of producing, is a tax upon production, and thus checks 

industry, for it makes it less profitable to be industrious. But a tax which would merely divert 

wealth from non-producers to the state would not be a tax upon production, but by enabling all 

taxes to be taken off industry, it would greatly encourage and stimulate production. So that even 

if, as Mr. Kitson appears to think, there were nothing in the single tax but taxation, we should 

still reap immense benefits from its adoption. 

 

But surely his vision is limited who can see in the single tax nothing but the revenue actually 

collected! That we should be freed from all our present taxation, the expenses of the community 

being defrayed out of the revenue derived from the common heritage, and that this revenue 

should also provide us with various conveniences and services for which we now have to pay, 

would certainly be an immense boon. 

 

If the single tax gave us nothing more than these direct benefits, would it not be well worth 

striving for? But this is, indeed, the least part of it. 



 

Take, for instance, the addition to the available supply of land. At present immense quantities of 

land, more productive than a great deal of land that now has to be used, are kept idle by 

speculators and others. Now the single tax would take from these men the annual value of all this 

land, and would thus render it impracticable, except in very rare cases, to keep valuable land 

(whether mining, farming, or city land) unused for any length of time. For no one would 

continue to pay its annual value for the mere pleasure of holding it, and there would be no 

chance of making money by any increase in its value, for the tax would rise with the value. 

Speculation in land would be destroyed. So that I think we may take it for granted that practically 

the whole of the land which is now kept idle would be thrown open for use, with the possible 

exception of small pieces which the owners themselves intended to use within a short time. 

 

It would, therefore, not be necessary to use land of such small productiveness as some now used, 

as there would be all this better land which is now kept idle to fall back on, so that the least 

productive land then in use would yield considerably more than the worst now used, and the 

returns to the labor and capital employed on that land being proportionately higher, so would be 

the returns to all labor and capital. Or, to put it in another way, producers would then pay the real 

economic rent, not, as at present, a rent artificially increased by "cornering" land, and holding it 

for a rise. 

 

And, in addition to this, think of the wonderful stimulus that would be given to production by the 

removal of those oppressive taxes of which I have spoken. 

 

The present method of taxation operates upon exchange like artificial deserts and mountains; it 

costs more to get goods through a customhouse than it does to carry them around the world. It 

operates upon the man who covers barren fields with ripening grain; we fine him who puts up 

machinery, and him who drains a swamp. ... To abolish these taxes would be to lift the whole 

enormous weight of taxation from productive industry. 

And again: 

Consider the effect of such a change upon the labor market. Competition would no longer 

be one-sided, as now. Instead of laborers competing with each other for employment, and 

in their competition cutting down wages to the point of bare subsistence, employers would 

everywhere be competing for laborers, and wages would rise to the fair earnings of labor. 

For into the labor market would have entered the greatest of all competitors for the 

employment of labor, a competitor whose demand cannot be satisfied until want is 

satisfied — the demand of labor itself. The employers of labor would not have merely to 

bid against other employers, all feeling the stimulus of greater trade and increased profits, 

but against the ability of laborers to become their own employers upon the natural 

opportunities freely opened to them by the tax which prevented monopolization. 

("Progress and Poverty," Book IX., Chapter I.) 

And for the moral results of these and the numerous other advantages resulting from the single 

tax: 



To remove want and the fear of want, to give to all classes leisure, and comfort, and 

independence, the decencies and refinements of life, the opportunities of mental and moral 

development, would be like turning water into a desert. The sterile waste would clothe 

itself with verdure, and the barren places where life seemed banned would ere long be 

dappled with the shade of trees and musical with the song of birds. Talents now hidden, 

virtues unsuspected, would come forth to make human life richer, fuller, happier, nobler. 

(Book IX., Chapter IV.) 

Think of the powers now wasted; of the infinite fields of knowledge yet to be explored; of 

the possibilities of which the wondrous inventions of this century give us but a hint. With 

want destroyed ; with greed changed to noble passions; with the fraternity that is born of 

equality taking the place of the jealousy and fear that now array men against each other; . . 

. and who shall measure the heights to which our civilization may soar? Words fail the 

thought! It is the Golden Age of which poets have sung, and high-raised seers have told in 

metaphor! It is the glorious vision which has always haunted man with gleams of fitful 

splendor. It is what he saw whose eyes at Patmos were closed in a trance. It is the 

culmination of Christianity — the City of God on earth, with its walls of jasper and its 

gates of pearl! It is the reign of the Prince of Peace. (Book X., Chapter V.) 

But strangest, perhaps, of all the strange charges which Mr. Kitson brings against Mr. George is 

this, that he "appeals for support to the cupidity of certain classes," that he is, in effect, fighting 

his way to the City of God with weapons borrowed from the devil. Those who have read Mr. 

George's writings, who have found in them the highest and the purest principles, the noblest 

thoughts, the most stirring and eloquent appeals to all that is best and most unselfish in them—

they indeed know how preposterous is such an accusation. 

But to those who have not, to those who know nothing of him beyond what 

Mr. Kitson has told them, I will let Mr. George speak for himself, so that, judging 

between him and his accuser, they may perhaps form some imperfect and inadequate 

idea of the spirit which through all the writings of him whom many of us are proud to 

call master, summons each and all to take a stand on the side of eternal right and 

justice. 

The sentiment to which I would appeal is not envy, nor- yet selfinterest, but that 

nobler sentiment which found strong, though rude, expression in that battle-hymn 

which rang through the land when a great wrong was going down in blood: 

"In the beauty of the lilies, Christ was born across the sea, 

With a glory in his bosom to transfigure you and me, 

As He died to make men holy, let us die to make men free!" 

And what is there for which life gives us opportunity that can be compared with 

the effort to do what we may, be it ever so little, to improve social conditions 

and enable other lives to reach fuller, nobler development? . . . . Envy the rich! 



Who that realizes that he must some day wake up in the beyond can envy those 

who spend their strength to gather what they cannot use here and cannot take 

away? The only thing certain to any of us is death. "Like the swallow darting 

through thy hall, such, O King, is the life of man!" We come from where we 

know not; we go — who shall say? Impenetrable darkness behind, and gathering 

shades before. What, when our time comes, does it matter whether we have 

fared daintily or not, whether we have worn soft raiment or not, whether we 

leave a great fortune or nothing at all, whether we shall have reaped honors or 

been despised, have been counted learned or ignorant — as compared with bow 

we may have used that talent which has been intrusted to us for the Master's 

service? What shall it matter, when eyeballs glaze and ears grow dull, if out of 

the darkness may stretch a hand, and into the silence may come a voice: "Well 

done, thou good and faithful servant; though hast been faithful over a few things, 

I will make thee ruler over many things; enter though into the joy of thy 

Lord"?  ("Social Problems," Chap. IX.) 

 


